WINDSCAPE, LANDSCAPE

INSTALLATION + FITNESS + FOOD

Wind Direction

Wind Intensity 0 1 2 3 4

NO WIND+ SUNNY
WIND+ SUNNY
WIND+ SHADY
NO WIND+ SHADY

Lunch / Seating

Climbing Wall
Fitness
Seating
Cafe
Activity Space
Sculture
Plamting
Warming Hut

Always Sunny in the Morning

Jan 10 am
Oct 10 am
Oct 12 pm
Oct 2 pm
Apr 10 am
Jul 10 am
Jul 12 pm
Jul 2 pm
Apr 12 pm
Apr 2 pm
Jan 12 pm
Jan 2 pm
This person is about to dramatically sit down on our comfortable built-in wood bench located on the inside of our prototype.

This person is attracted by the wind arrows. She wants to touch it very much.

This person is enjoying her time with no wind inside the "warming hut" we created on our windy site.

This person is fascinated by our adorable wind arrows. She thinks our installation is very educational and she can learn a lot about the site.
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Windscape attempts to visualize the wind condition altered by the urban context. Installation walls represent facade of buildings, changing directions and intensity of wind through compressing the space. Visualizing the pattern of wind provides an opportunity to educate the public of its changing condition. Behind the wall, enclosed spaces protects from severe wind and facilitate a multifunctional park as it provides activities such as climbing and fitness. Installation will attract the visitors to engage with the dynamic installation and make the most comfort sitting inside.